
WORKSHOP

Worm Grunting, Monkey Fishing and the Power of  Curiosity
Photography, Storytelling and Creating a Sense of  Place and Purpose

DESCRIPTION

A unique new workshop to MOAS. Documentary photographer Eric Dusenbery's 
program is about storytelling and visual communications. Incorporating hands-on 
activities and demonstrations, participants learn how to expand their capacity to see, 
express, explore and create — to think something different. This is not an instruction on 
how to use a digital camera — this is a workshop about storytelling and vision to 
create a sense of  place and purpose. With technology, social media and 
communications changing so dramatically, there has never been a greater need to 
connect with the public. When we learn to look at the world a little differently and 
communicate about real people, struggles and successes to make emotional 
connections, we initiate change. The workshop features photography, storytelling and 
multimedia and participant interaction is encouraged with laughter and lively 
reactions commonly seen. Participants will learn how to communicate authentically; 
how curiosity leads to innovation, shifts in perspectives and honest communication; 
and photography and storytelling techniques. A highly practical and no jargon 
allowed program. 

- Participants should bring whatever camera device they choose — from DSLRs to 
smart phones. This is about developing personal vision and becoming a storyteller.
- RSVP is required by calling the Museum at 386-255-0285. 
- Members $50.00 or $60.00 for non-members. 
- Participants may also purchase a box lunch from the MOAS Café for $10.00 in 
advance.

March 24 10am-5pm

352 S Nova Road
Daytona Beach, FL 32114

www.moas.org

PRESENTER: Eric Dusenbery
Eric Dusenbery (B.A. Cinema & Photography, Southern Illinois University) utilizes 
the power of  the still photograph and frequently uses the traditions of  the large 
format film camera for fine art, documentary and commissioned projects. His 
photography has been widely exhibited and his work has appeared in numerous 
national publications. He is also a speaker, an award-winning journalist and author/
photographer of  two books. 

Ormond and Emma Lou Simmons, Christmas, Florida
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